CHANGES TO HOPAID® AND ITS PACKAGING

Why have we changed our packaging?

We will be changing the way we package Hopaid for two reasons. First, feedback from our customers and second, a necessary change in pasteurisation suppliers.

What packaging will we be using in the future?

We are moving to a bag-in-box configuration as shown below. The new packaging includes a tap attached to a collapsible bag ensuring there is no air ingress as Hopaid is dosed. Sizes available will be 2.25 and 10 Kg. Shelf life will remain as 2 years and open shelf life will be set at 4 weeks (instead of “Use immediately once open”) and improvement possible due to the new configuration.

![Hopaid bag in box](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W6vKGSvlv5tw)

Note: tap adaptor is not provided as a standard.

Where do I get more information?

You can contact our Sales or Quality Department for more information on the new packaging.